
 

 ST ALBANS SCHOOL 

SECTOR – 15, FARIDABAD 
 

For Class-X 

 

Dated : 01.05.2021 

 

‘We cannot re-write the chapters of history already past, but we can learn from them, 

evolve and adapt.  The new normal may even be a better normal, certainly a different 

normal’ 

 

Dear Parents 

Sub : Summer Vacation Holiday Homework 

Even in these critical times of the COVID pandemic, the school has, as always, kept the 

interest of the students the primary focus. Our untiring efforts have earned us a very good 

and encouraging response from the students and the parents. 

To minimise academic loss, we are continuing to put in our best efforts so that your ward 

utilises his/her summer break in an efficient way. 

We will resume classes in June 2021, as per the Government guidelines and directives issued 

in due course of time. The relevant details will be notified to you accordingly. 

As always, please check your email regularly for important updates like holiday 

assignments, date sheet, syllabus for unit tests and more. 

Kindly encourage your ward to complete the holiday assignments (given in the next page/s) 

While the children are at home kindly encourage your ward to do the following as well: 

1. Choose and read atleast one book of interest. 

2. Read aloud and/or listen to audio books. 

3. Discuss what has been read. 

4. Use key vocabulary picked up in the text. 

5. Write a short summary of what has been read or listened to. 

6. Practice oral / mental maths daily. 

7. Do something creative everyday: Art, cooking, gardening, playing music, making                   

    handmade objects, which are a part of experiential learning. 

 

 8. Also learn their lessons that have been  completed in school till date. 



 
  

Apart from these, your ward must be encouraged to do Yoga / Physical Exercise / Dance / 

Aerobics in the morning etc to keep themselves physically active and healthy. 

As suggested by the school in our earlier notice regarding covid awareness and diet plan, you 

must encourage your ward to consume a balanced diet for their well being and to keep 

themselves fit and healthy. 

 

Stay home and stay safe. 

 

Headmistress 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



Subject- English 

  

 1. Read the chapters from the books - The First Flight and Footprints without Feet. 

3. Revise Literary terms, Vocabulary Builder and Idioms. 

4. Complete the exercises of units 1and 2 in your Work Book- Words and Expressions-2. 

5. Suggested Reading  

a. The Diary of Anne Frank by Anne Frank 

b. The Invisible Man by H.G.Wells 

 

IDIOMS 

1. To cut corners – to do something badly or cheaply : They really cut corners when they built this 

bathroom; the shower is leaking. 

2. To add insult to injury – to make a situation worse: The company rejected his application for a job, and 

to add insult to injury, refused to pay his expenses.  

3. Chicken and egg situation - If a situation is chicken and egg, it is impossible to decide which of the two 

came first and caused the other one. 

 I need to have experience to get job, but without job, I can’t have experience. It’s a chicken and egg 

situation. 

4.Eat like a horse  If you eat like a horse, you eat a lot : He is lean, but he eats like a horse. 

5.   Hit the book- To study  :I can't go out tonight. I need to hit the books. 

6. White elephant -something that has cost a lot of money but has no useful purpose : 

The stadium is likely to become a white elephant after the championships are over. 

7.  Have your heart in your mouth  -If you’ve your heart in mouth, you’re feeling extremely nervous:  My 

heart was in my mouth when he slipped and fell down on the floor. 

8. Get ducks in a row  - Getting your things well organized. 

To ensure a successful product launch, we must get our ducks in a row. 

9. Separate sheep from goats - Examining a group of people and deciding their suitability: Audition test 

was conducted by the director to separate sheep from goats. 

10.  Put one's foot in it  : to say something that causes someone to be embarrassed, upset, or hurt especially 

when the speaker did not expect that reaction: I really put my foot in it when I asked her about her job. 

  

 

 

 

https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/tonight
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/books
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/cost
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/money
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/useful
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/purpose
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/stadium
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/likely
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/become
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/white
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/elephant
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/dictionary/english/championship


Learn the words/phrases given below and use them in your day-to-day life. 

VOCABULARY BUILDER 

HAPPY SAD NICE GOOD 

Adored Down at heart Amicable Excellent 

Cheerful Miserable Amiable Amazing 

Delighted Frustrated,  Pensive Courteous Awesome 

 Pleased Distraught Likeable Marvellous 

Ecstatic Downcast Gracious Terrific 

Content, Jubilant On edge Considerate Splendid 

Amused Gloomy, Solemn Agreeable Outstanding 

Thrilled Despondent Congenial Fantastic 

Elated Distressed Approachable Exceptional 

On Cloud 9 Devastated Charming Legendary 

In the seventh heaven Dispirited Cute  

 Walking on Air Depress, Remorseful   

Amused Dejected TIRED ENERGIZED 

Glad Upset Exhausted Strengthened 

Optimistic Forlorn Weary Motivated, Creative 

Joyful Glum  Drained Focused 

 Enthusiastic Joyless Drowsy Invigorated 

Jolly Disheartened  Determined 

Jovial Melancholy  Vibrant, Inspired 

    

BAD PRETTY BIG SMALL 

Awful Gorgeous Massive Tiny 

Appalling Stunning Huge Petite 

Rotten Exquisite Gigantic Minute 

Mean Mesmerizing Enormous Mini 

Dreadful Dazzling Colossal Itsy-bitsy 

Nasty Out of the world Immense Teeny-weeny 

Wicked  Bulky Miniature 

Wretched  Hefty Diminutive 

Lousy  Substantial  

Outrageous    

Atrocious    

HURT CONFIDENT SICK  

Jealous Strong Ailing  

Betrayed, Criticized Brave Ill, Impaired  

Let down Assured Nauseous  

Wounded, Rejected Relaxed, comforted Queasy , Unwell  

STRONG SURPRISED KIND SMART 

Dynamic Astonished Generous Witty 

Tenacious Curious Gentle Bright 

Hardy Incredulous Compassionate Knowledgeable 

Ambitious Inquisitive Sympathetic  Brainy 

 Mystified Benign Wise 

 Stunned  Brilliant 



SCARED  

ANGRY SHOCKED WALK 

Spooked Irate Taken aback Hike 

 Agitated Enraged Dismayed March 

Apprehensive Annoyed Tongue-tight Pace 

Edgy Bitter Flabbergasted Saunter 

Petrified  Mad Staggered Stroll 

Nervous Resentful Astounded Amble 

Jittery Indignant Astonished Mosey 

Afraid Infuriated Speechless Meander 

  Wound up  Stunned Promenade 

 Seething Appalled Strut 

 Upset,  Outraged  Prance 

 Agitated   

 Livid   

 Up in arms   

 Displeased   

  Cross   
 

                                                                            Figures Of Speech 

A figure of speech is a word or phrase used in a non- literal sense for rhetorical or vivid effect. Learn the following 

figures of speech to beautify your writing skills. 

Term  Definition  Example  

Alliteration  The repetition of beginning 

consonant sounds in two or more 

neighbouring words or syllables.  

The wild and woolly walrus waits and 

wonders when we’ll walk by.  

The wet wind whipped across my 

face.  

Assonance  The repetition of vowel sounds in 

words or syllables.  

Fleet feet sweep by sleeping geese . 

Hyperbole  Big exaggeration, usually with 

humour.  

Mile-high ice-cream cones ;  

Your suitcase weighs a ton !  

Irony  Irony refers to the use of words to 

convey a meaning that is opposite of 

their literal meaning . In simple 

words, it is a difference between the 

appearance and the reality.  

“Oh great! Now you have broken my 

new camera.”  

Metaphor  Comparing two things that are not 

alike to suggest that they actually 

have something in common.  

All the world is a stage.  

I am a lion.  

Onomatopoeia  Naming a thing or an action by 

imitating the sound associated with 

it.  

Buzz, hiss, roar, woof ; The clanging 

pots and pans awoke the baby.  



Oxymoron  Oxymoron is a figure of speech in 

which two opposite ideas are joined 

to create an effect.  

Cruel kindness, living death, fully 

empty, small crowd, foolish wisdom, 

liquid gas  

Personification  Giving something actual human 

qualities.  

The stuffed bear smiled as the little 

boy hugged him close.  

The leaves danced in the sun.  

Pun  A pun is a play on words in which a 

humorous effect is produced by using 

a word that suggests two or more 

meanings.  

An elephant’s opinion carries a lot of 

weight.  

Simile  A figure of speech comparing two 

unlike things, using the words “like” 

or “as”  

The sun is like a yellow ball of fire in 

the sky.  

Let’s practise :  

 

Identify the figures of speech. ( Do it on A4 size sheet.)  

 

1. Purple pandas painted pictures. ______________________________________________________ .  

 

2. Life is bitterly sweet. ______________________________________________________________ .  

 

3. Jessie said ,“ A boiled egg every morning is hard to beat.”_________________________________ .  

 

4. Thunder grumbled and raindrops reported for duty._______________________________________ .  

 

5. The judge commanded, stamping his mallet on the table, “Order in the court, order in the court”.  

 

________________________________________________________________________________ .  

6. The moan of doves in immemorial elms  

 

And murmuring of innumerable bees._________________________________________________ .  

7. Water water, everywhere  

 

Nor any drop to drink. _____________________________________________________________ .  

8. The sun sheds his beams on the rich and the poor alike. ____________________________________ .  

 

9.   In every cry of every Man, 

In every infant's cry of fear, 

In every voice, in every ban.___________________________________________________________ .  

 

10. The buzzing bee flew away. __________________________________________________________ .  

 

 

Formal Letter 

 

You are Harsh Mishra, Head, Fitness Group of Gold Gym, 234, Ram Vihar, Delhi.  You wish to purchase 

certain herbal medicines and wellness products.  Write a letter to the Store Manager, M/s. East India, 54, 

Preet Vihar, Delhi placing an order for the specific products required by you. 
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 न         न- 
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                                         ?               ,      ? 

 

(              प   प     प         2                      प ठ                                              ) 
https://youtu.be/tUIQGTleQM0 

https://youtu.be/FeIPfXkug9o 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/13Z09SIijMCr5ef4KFdOF67gFgN4pW9lV/view?usp=sharing 

__________________________________________________________________________ 

 

https://youtu.be/tUIQGTleQM0
https://youtu.be/FeIPfXkug9o
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13Z09SIijMCr5ef4KFdOF67gFgN4pW9lV/view?usp=sharing


Subject-Mathematics  

Chapters: Polynomial & Quadratic Equation 

 Do Practice of mathematics & complete given assignment in Fair Notebook. 

 Q1. Find the zeroes of x
2
+7x+10 and verify the relation between zeroes and coefficients. 

 (Ans: zeroes: -2, -5)  

Q2. Find a quadratic polynomial, the sum and product of whose zeroes are -3 and 2 respectively.  

(Ans: x 
2
+3x+2)  

Q3. Divide the p(x) by g(x) and find remainder: P(x) = x
4
 -3x

2
+4x+5, g(x) = x

2
+1-x  

             (Ans: 8) 

 Q4. If the zeroes of the polynomial x
3
 -3x

2 
+ x+1 are a-b, a, a+b. Find a and b. 

 (Ans: a=1, b=±√2) 

 Q5. If the 2 zeroes of the polynomial x 
4
 - 6x

 3
 - 26x 

2
 +138x -35 are 2±√3, find the others. 

   (Ans: -5, 7)  

Q6. If   and   are zeroes of quadratic polynomial x 
2
 - 4x +3, find the value of   

2
+ 2

 
 

 

 (Ans: 10)  

Q7. Find the value of a if the product of zeroes of p(x)= ax
2
 -6x-12 is 4. 

                 (Ans: a = -3) 

 Q8. Verify that 2 is a zero of the x
3 
+ 4x

2
 -3x -18. 

 Q9. If   and   are zeroes of quadratic polynomial (a+1) x
2
 + (2a+3) x+ (3a+4) and     = 2, then find value 

of   +  .                                                                                  (Ans: -1)  

Q10. If   and   are zeroes of quadratic polynomial ax
2
+bx +c, then find value of 1/  2

 + 1 / 2 

                                                                                             
 (Ans:   2

 − 2  /   2
) 

Q11. Find the roots of the equation x2 – 3x – m (m + 3) = 0, where m is a constant.  (Ans: x = m + 3 or -m) 

Q12. If x = – 1/2, is a solution of the quadratic equation 3x
2
 + 2kx – 3 = 0, find the value of k.  

(Ans: -9/4)  

 

 

Q113. If the roots of the quadratic equation (a – b) x
2
 + (b – c) x + (c – a) = 0 are equal, prove that  

        2a = b + c.   

Q114. Find the value of m so that the quadratic equation mx (x – 7) + 49 = 0 has two equal roots.  

            (Ans: m=4)  



Q15. If -5 is a root of the quadratic equation 2x
2
 + px – 15 = 0 and the quadratic equation p (x

2
 + x) + k = 0 

has equal roots, find the value of k.         (Ans: k =7/4) 

 

Q116. Solve the equation 3/x+1−1/2=23/x−1; x ≠ -1, x ≠ 13 for x                   (Ans: x=1 or 3)  

Q17. Three consecutive natural numbers are such that the square of the middle number exceeds the 

difference of the squares of the other two by 60. Find the numbers.                (Ans 9,10,11)  

Q18. A shopkeeper buys some books for 80. If he had bought 4 more books for the same amount, each book 

would have cost ₹1 less. Find the number of books he bought.                       (Ans: 16) 

 

Q19. Sum of the areas of two squares is 400 cm
2
. If the difference of their perimeters is 16 cm, find the sides 

of the two squares.                                (Ans:12cm,16cm) 

Q20.A train travels 180 km at a uniform speed. If the speed had been 9 km/hour more, it would have taken 1 

hour less for the same journey. Find the speed of the train.     (Ans:36Km/hr) 

        

_______________________________________________________________________________________ 

Subject-Science 

Let’s read about some Scientists who inspire everyone 

Thomas Edison famously declared genius to be “one percent inspiration and ninety-percent perspiration.” 

And it’s true: Even the world’s most celebrated minds didn’t have easy or obvious paths. The fact is that no 

matter how smart you are, true success requires many things, including hard work and perseverance. Let’s 

take a closer look at some famous scientists who set inspiring examples during their lifetimes. 

 1.  Charles Darwin 

Charles Darwin took a staggering 17 years to pen his magnus opus, “On the Origin of Species.” One thing 

that helped him stay the course during that time span? He established and stuck to a routine. While he set 

plenty of time aside for writing, he also designated time for other pursuits -- including exercise, spending 

time with his family and dog, and gardening. In fact, according to an article on Darwin’s schedule in The 

Guardian, Darwin put “domestic comfort” above all else while writing. 

Another thing that kept Darwin on track? An emotional connection with his subject matter. He once said, “It 

is interesting to contemplate an entangled bank, clothed with many plants of many kinds. With birds singing 

on the bushes, with various insects flitting about, and with worms crawling through the damp earth, and to 

reflect that these elaborately constructed forms, so different from each other, and dependent on each other in 

so complex a manner, have all been produced by laws acting around us.” 

Your takeaway? Writing at a breakneck pace may not be as fruitful as you think. Darwin himself described 

the writing process as “very hard and slowly at every sentence,” but by prioritizing his personal life and 

maintaining a realistic schedule, he ended up writing the seminal book on evolution. 

 2. Isaac Newton 

Isaac Newton is among the 17th century’s most influential scientists, and his groundbreaking work is now 

the foundation for modern physics. Many experts posit that his true genius lay not in the theories 

themselves, but in how Newton applied them to the universe at large. And while he may not have come up 



with the concept of gravity after an apple fell on his head, as the legend insists, he did doggedly attack the 

theory of gravity, coming at it with great determination from every possible angle. 

Of his process Newton once said, "I was like a boy playing on the sea-shore, and diverting myself now and 

then finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than ordinary, whilst the great ocean of truth lay all 

undiscovered before me." 

In other words, being willing and open to all possibilities can help you be more original and innovative 

when proposing and applying theories. 

3. C. V Raman 

Dr. Chandra ShekharVenkata Raman, popularly known as C.V. Raman, is one of the most distinguished 

scientists of the 20th century. It was he who during a long sea voyage to Europe in 1921 as the 

representative of the Kolkata University at a science meet, wondered why the water in Maditerranean Sea 

was such a dark shade of blue. 

And the time came when he gave the answers to this apparently simple question and won the world’s most 

prestigious award-the Noble Prize in 1930. 

Dr. C.V. Raman was born on November 7, 1888 in an orthodox South Indian Brahmin family in 

tirchurappalli, Tamilnadu. His father’s name was Chandra ShekharAiyer who had special interest in science 

and mathematics. His mother Parvati was a pious lady. Raman was a very brilliant student since his early 

childhood. 

He passed his matriculation at the age of 11 and at 15 graduated from the Presidency College, Chennai. He 

was the only student to get a first class. He completed his Master’s degree in Physics from the same college 

and broke all previous records. 

After this Raman took up a job in Calcutta (now Kolkata) as an assistant accountant general. While there, he 

was able to sustain his interest in science by working in his spare time, in the laboratories of the Indian 

Association for the Cultivation of Science. 

After ten years of Government services, Raman resigned to work as a professor of physics at the Kolkata 

University. He stayed there for fifteen years. It was the period when he received world wide recognition for 

his work in optics and scattering of light his pioneering research on the molecular scattering of light, the 

phenomenon that causes changes in the nature of light when it passes through a transparent medium-solid, 

liquid or gaseous-culminated in his getting the Noble Prize for Physics in 1930. 

He carried out different types of experiments and researches on the sun rays passing through water, 

transparent ice blocks and other media. For these experiments, Raman used a mercury arc and a 

spectrograph. Raman obtained some new lines in the spectrum on passing the sun rays through different 

substances. These lines were called ‘Raman Lines’ and the discovery of ‘Raman Effect’. 

Raman was awarded the degree of ‘Doctor of Science’ in 1921 by the Kolkata University and in 1929; the 

British Gorvenment in India conferred on him the title of ‘Sir’. He was also awarded Lenin Peace Prize in 

1958. The government of India also honoured him with the highest honour of the country,’BharatRatna’ 

(Jewel of India) in 1954. 

In 1943, Raman set up the Raman Research Institute in Bangalore. There he served as its director and 

remained active until his death on November 21, 1970, at the age of eighty two. He was proud to be an 

Indian. Till the day he died, he did not give up his traditional Indian turban in favour of a European hat. 



BIOLOGY 

Write the following activities in your fair registers. 

Experiential learning Activity-1 

 
WHAT WE DID HOW WE DID WHY WE DID 

1) Took a variegated 

pottedplant and 

destarched it 

By keeping it in dark room for 3-4 

days 

To remove all the stored starch in it. 

2) Then allowed it to do 

photosynthesis. 

By keeping it in sunlight for 2-3 

hours 

So that fresh starch formation takes place. 

3) Then we plucked a 

leaf from the plant and 

boiled the leaf in alcohol. 

First we took a little amount of 

alcohol in a test tube and kept it in 

a water bath. We put a leaf of the 

plant in the test tube containing 

alcohol. 

On boiling the leaf in alcohol the leaf gets 

decolourised. Water bath is used for 

boiling as alcohol vaporises easily and may 

catch fire on heating directly. 

4) Then we washed the 

leaf in boinling water. 

We simply dipped the leaf in 

water and took it out. 

To make the leaf soft 

5) The we performed the 

iodine test. 

We put the leaf in a petridish 

containing iodine solution. After 

some time the leaf turns blue-

black in the region where starch 

was formed. 

To check the regions of leaf where the 

starch was prepared.It was found that 

starch was formed only in the parts of leaf 

containing chlorophyll. 

   INFERENCE- This shows that chlorophyll is essential for photosynthesis. 

 

Experiential learning Activity-2 
WHAT WE DID HOW WE DID WHY WE DID 

1) Took two pottedplants of 
same size and destarched it 

By keeping it in dark room for 3-
4 days 

To remove all the stored starch in it. 

2) Then kept KOH solution in a 
beaker in plant A and covered it 
with a polybag/bell jar. Kept 
water in a beaker in plant B and 
covered it with a polybag/bell 
jar.Allowed both theplants to do 
photosynthesis. 

By keeping it in sunlight for 2-3 
hours 

So that fresh starch formation takes place. 

3) Then we plucked a leaf from 
each plant and boiled the leaf in 
alcohol. 

First we took a little amount of 
alcohol in a test tube and kept it 
in a water bath. We put a leaf of 
the plant in the test tube 
containing alcohol. 

On boiling the leaf in alcohol the leaf gets 
decolourised. Water bath is used for boiling as 
alcohol vaporises easily and may catch fire on 
heating directly. 

4) Then we washed the leaf in 
boinling water. 

We simply dipped the leaf in 
water and took it out. 

To make the leaf soft 



5) The we performed the iodine 
test. 

We put the leaf in a petridish 
containing iodine solution. After 
some time the leaf turns blue-
black in the region where starch 
was formed. 

To check the regions of leaf where the starch 
was prepared.It was found that starch was 
formed only in the leaf of Plant B as carbon-
dioxide was available to it. In plant A the 
carbon-dioxide was absorbed by the KOH 
solution, so it could not do photosynthesis in 
the absence of carbon-dioxide. 

   INFERENCE- This shows that carbon-dioxide is essential for photosynthesis. 

CHEMISTRY 

Do the following questions in your fair register 

Q1. Zinc liberates hydrogen gas when reacted with dilute hydrochloric acid, whereas copper does not. 

Explain why?  

Q2. What type of chemical reaction takes place when: 

a) electricity is passed through aluminium oxide? 

b) lead nitrate is heated? 

c) a magnesium wire is kept immersed in copper sulphate solution? 

d) quick lime is made to react with water? 

Q3.  In the electrolysis of water, 

a) Name the gas collected at anode and cathode. 

b) Why is the volume of gas collected at one electrode double than the other? 

c) Why is a little acid added to water? 

Q4.  Why do we store silver chloride in dark coloured bottles? 

Q5.  Define the following and also write one reaction of each: 

a) Combination reaction 

b) Decomposition reaction 

c) Displacement reaction 

d) Double displacement reaction 

Q6.  A white solid when dropped in water produces a hissing sound. What can the solid be? Name the 

product formed. Also write a chemical reaction for the same. 

      Q7. Why does the colour of copper sulphate solution change when an iron nail is dipped in it? 

Q8. Predict the products for the following reactions and balance: 

a) HCl + Zn  

b) Fe + H2SO4  

c) Cu + AgNO3  

 

Q9.  Complete the following double displacement reactions: 

a) BaCl2 + Na2SO4 

b) PbSO4 + Na2CO3 

c) NaOH + Al2(SO4)3 

 

Q10.  Predict the type of each reaction: 

a) 2Ag + S  Ag2S 

b) NH4NO2 N2 + 2H2O 

c) 2NaI + Cl2 2NaCl + I2 

d) CuCl2 + 2NaOH Cu(OH)2 + 2NaCl 

 



PHYSICS 

Read the following comic: 

Comic link for chapter- Sources of energy 

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31321952142869299211782?contentId=do_31321903538537267212904 

ACTIVITY-TIME 

You can perform an activity during your leisure time .The link is provided below  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6oshGTJa_k 

The following questions are to be done in the fair registers- 

Q1. What is meant by reflection of light? What are its laws? 

Q2. Differentiate between a real and a virtual image. 

Q3. What are the characteristics of an image formed by a plane mirror? 

Q4. With the help of a diagram , explain the terms related to spherical mirrors- 

(i) Centre of curvature 

(ii) Radius of curvature 

(iii) Pole 

(iv) Principal Focus 

(v) Principal axis 

(vi) Focal length 

(vii) Aperture 

Q5. Why is a concave mirror called a converging mirror? (with diagram) 

Q6. Why is a convex mirror called a diverging mirror? (with diagram) 

Q7. Draw the ray diagrams of image formation by a concave mirror( all 6 cases). Also, write the properties of the 

image formed in each case. 

Q8. Draw the ray diagrams of image formation by a convex mirror( both cases). Also, write the properties of the 

image formed in each case. 

Dear students the following link  will provide a video , that  will help you in understanding the procedure of drawing 

ray diagrams of image formed by spherical mirrors . 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nT6nSlZ0FIQ 

Q9. What are the uses of concave and convex mirrors? 

Q10. Why is a convex mirror used as a rear-view mirror in vehicles? 

 

 

 

https://diksha.gov.in/play/collection/do_31321952142869299211782?contentId=do_31321903538537267212904
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=D6oshGTJa_k
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nT6nSlZ0FIQ


Subject-Social Science 

*All the work has to be done in Social Science Fair Register.* 

1. With the help of a Table, compare any seven countries of the World on the basis of their rank in Human 

Development Index.   

Also give your Observation after undertaking the Comparison. 

Example of table to be formed: 

Name of the Country Per capita Income 

(in US $) 

Literacy Rate Life Expectancy H.D.I Rank 

 

     2. The Allegory “Germania” depicts certain objects that were used as Political Symbols. Draw these symbols and 

write what they stand for. (Refer to page 24.NCERT,History Book). (Pencil colours can be used pictures drawn). 

  3. With a Free hand draw the map of Italy before its unification showing all its kingdoms in different colours. (Refer 

Fig. 14(a) in History book) 

  4. Collect information on any one Romantic Poet and his works. 

     (Example of Poets:- William Wordsworth, William Blake, John Keats, P.B.Shelley. etc.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                       Computer Practical-II                       

Do the practical, Observe the output and save it in your computer. Do not send to me. 

 

Q1.<HTML>  

<HEAD>  

<TITLE> WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF WEB PAGE DESIGNING  

</TITLE> 

 </HEAD>  

<BODY background="D:\pound.png">  

I am trying to see Image in background. 

</BODY>  

</HTML> 

 

Q2. <HTML>  

<HEAD>  

<TITLE> WELCOME TO THE WORLD OF WEB PAGE DESIGNING  

</TITLE> 

 </HEAD>  

<BODY leftmargin=50 topmargin=90>  

<basefont size=55 color="blue"> 

My Subjects<hr color="yellow"> 

<font size=16 face="Arial" color="green"> 

<ol type="a" start=8> 

 <li> Apple</li> 

 <li>Mango</li> 

 <li>Banana</li> 

 <li>Grapes</li> 

</ol> 

</font> 

</BODY>  

</HTML> 



 

Q3.  Write HTML code to generate the following output:-  

 

Note the following points while generating the Web page:  

a) The Text should be in Red colour. 

b) Background colour of the page is yellow. 

c) You may use any image in background. 

 

Q4. Write HTML coding to Generate the following output 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Subject-Work Education 

               TOPIC- PARYATAN PARV 

 

 

The Indian ministry of tourism, has launched Paryatan Parv scheme dedicated to 
the birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi. 
 
This scheme aims to encourage tourism in our own country so that people can visit 
different places in our country and explore them. With this, they will know deeply 
about the rich culture and bright tourism side of India. 

The message of Paryatan Parv is “dekho apna desh”, which aims to encourage 
people to visit various tourist destinations and also spreading the message of 
tourism for all. 

This scheme consists of three main components which are given below. 

Dekho Apna Desh: This initiative will encourage Indians to visit their own country. In the 

run-up to the parv, several activities have been organised across the Country like a Photography 
contest covering tourism attractions and experiences, promotion on Social Media, Tourism related 
quizzes, Essay, Debate, and Painting Competitions for Students. General public engagement for 
the event will be promoted through the MyGov platform. 

 

Tourism for All: Tourism Events at sites across all States in the country are being 

organized. The department organizes various activities like Cultural Programs of Dance, Music, 
Theatre, Story Telling, Sensitisation Programmes for Stakeholders around the Sites, Tourism 
Exhibitions, Showcasing Culture, Cuisine and Handicrafts / Handlooms, Guided Heritage Walks, 
etc. 

 

Tourism & Governance: The interactive Sessions & Workshops with Stakeholders on 

varied themes have been organized across the country as a part of the Paryatan Parv activities. 
 
 

https://www.cdlu.in/category/central-government-schemes/


                 Bharat Parv 2021 Virtual Tourism 
 
This online pavilion provides information on tourist destinations using videos, images, 
e-brochures, etc. Moreover, the pavilion displays the series of webinars held by the 
Ministry of Tourism under the ‘Dekho Apna Desh’ campaign. 

                            

To visit the online bharat parv you have to visit the official website 

i.e www.bharatparv2021.com. After clicking on this link, you will be 

redirected to the official website. 
 
 

Activity- Make a video on Paryatan Parv- create awareness about historical sites 

and tourist spots in your city (Faridabad).  

Language- English / Hindi 

Duration - 2 minutes 

Maximum file size – 100 MB  

 

Work Instructions 

This is a group activity-  

  Class- X-A                           Class- X-B                          Class- X-C 

Group 1 Roll No – 1 to 5                             Group 1 Roll No – 1 to 5                          Group 1 Roll No – 1 to 5                                            

Group 2 Roll No – 6 to 10                           Group 2 Roll No – 6 to 10                        Group 2 Roll No – 6 to 10                                           

Group 3 Roll No – 11 to 15                         Group 3 Roll No – 11 to 15                      Group 3 Roll No – 11 to 15                                            

Group 4 Roll No – 16 to 21                         Group 4 Roll No – 16 to 20                      Group 4 Roll No – 16 to 21                                          

Group 5 Roll No – 22 to 27                         Group 5 Roll No – 21 to 25                      Group 5 Roll No – 22 to 27                                                                                   

                                                                    Group 6 Roll No – 26 to 29     

                   

 

http://www.bharatparv2021.com/


Historical places in Faridabad- you can select any one of the mentioned 

places. Collect the information about place for example-  

 When was it built and who built it?  

 What is its significance. 

 How can we promote these sites eg- Surajkund Ancient Reservoir is famous 

because of the Annual Surajkund Mela? 

 Which department maintains them.     

                                                      

 Badkhal Lake 

 Surajkund Ancient Reservoir 

 Chandawali Chattri 

 Asola Bhatti Wildlife Sanctuary 

 Raja Nahar Singh Palace 

 Parson Temple 

 CITM Lake 2 

 Anagpur Dam 

 Farid Khan's Tomb  

 Video should be Innovative and meaningful. 

 Video must be according to the theme depicting Paryatan Parv. 

 To make your video attractive you can use jingles, plaque cards, slogans, video clips as 

well as interview format etc. 

 All members of the group should participate.  

 The students need to upload their video on the google form link according to your class 

given below.  

 

Classes Google form links 

X-A 

 
https://forms.gle/wG5KeiTD9JRTRD5MA 

 

X-B 
https://forms.gle/BgfrsyMEGRu5G3kt7 

 

X-C 
https://forms.gle/LALznRHRGikjpP9u7 

 
 

                 *Kindly submit your work by the end of May. 

 

 

 

 

https://forms.gle/wG5KeiTD9JRTRD5MA
https://forms.gle/BgfrsyMEGRu5G3kt7
https://forms.gle/LALznRHRGikjpP9u7


Subject-Health & Physical Education 

MAY- 

Dear Students 

Today we would like to focus on a very important aspect of every child’s physical and 

mental growth that is ‘Importance of sports activity. 

Specially during the lockdown period when there is restricted physical 

activity(outdoor) and you all are spending most of your time in front of the screen it 

becomes all the more essential to pay attention towards maintaining sports activity. 

1.Home Workout Whole Body No Equipment 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_wxaHwJ0aM 

2. Wellness during COVID-19: Basic breathing techniques 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9F0fQK81Pw&t=49s 

 3. Simple yoga for a better life during COVID-19 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsirEJLlk10&t=238s 

4.Immune System Boost Workout｜How to Prevent Coronavirus (COVID-19 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fx1_Fmf6U2A 

5.FOODS TO BOOST YOUR IMMUNITY - HOW TO BOOST IMMUNITY NATURAL 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_wxaHwJ0aM 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_wxaHwJ0aM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=p9F0fQK81Pw&t=49s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tsirEJLlk10&t=238s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Fx1_Fmf6U2A
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b_wxaHwJ0aM


Subject:-Music                

Dear students I hope you are keeping safe and doing well. In these holidays let’s get intrigued by the 

mesmerising tunes of Guajarati patriotic song. The lyrics of this song have been shared with the link given 

below. So as a part of music holiday’s homework kindly learn the song and note down the lyrics in your 

music notebook. Audio link https://youtu.be/sHisDKJU1KQ 

“                       ” 
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https://youtu.be/sHisDKJU1KQ

